Read Me

Pro Tools LE 5.2.1
This Read Me documents compatibility details, requirements, and known issues in Pro Tools LE 5.2.1 (Macintosh). Pro Tools
LE 5.2.1 is the first Pro Tools release for Digi 001 and AMIII systems to include DigiStudio functionality.

Compatibility
The Pro Tools LE 5.2.1 updater is compatible with the following Pro Tools LE systems: MBox, Digi 001, and AMIII.
Digidesign can only assure compatibility and provide support for Digidesign-qualified hardware and software configurations.
For a list of Digidesign-qualified computers, operating systems, and third-party devices, refer to the latest compatibility information on the Digidesign Web site (www.digidesign.com/compato/).

Requirements
If you are using MBox, the updater requires that Pro Tools LE 5.2 is already installed.
If you are using Digi 001 or AMIII, the updater requires that Pro Tools LE 5.1 or Pro Tools LE 5.1.1 is already installed.

Fixes to Pro Tool LE 5.2
Pro Tools LE 5.2.1 fixes the following DigiStudio related bugs in Pro Tools LE 5.2 (for MBox):
• When a session is created and/or last saved in Pro Tools LE 5.2, it can fail to open in Pro Tools TDM 5.2 with the error
dialog: “Could not complete the Open Session command because: unexpected end of stream encountered while translating Collaboration Information.” This problem only occurs if the session has never been saved while connected to
DigiStudio. Existing sessions that exhibit this problem can be repaired using a utility application available on the Digidesign Web site (www.digidesign.com).
• If you cancel a post operation that would have posted new media to the server, that media will be posted to the server
the next time you post, regardless of whether it needs to be or not. For example, record a region to a track and start posting that track. Then cancel the post, clear the region from the track, and post the track again. Even though no media is
now referenced on the track, the original soundfile will still be posted.
• If you try to join an open local session to an online session by selecting an online session from the Favorites/Recent Sessions menu in the floating DigiStudio Control window, the operation will not work if no previous online session has
been joined or received since Pro Tools was launched. If you have previously joined or received an online session since
Pro Tools was launched, the media that's downloaded will incorrectly go to that previous session's audio folders. Note
that using the Favorites/Recent Sessions menu in the floating DigiStudio Control window works fine if no local session
is currently open.
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